
The DTB is read from memory by uboot into kernel, loaded into memory, and then read from 

memory in   start_kernel  -gt;setup_arch-unflatten_device_tree in linux, expanding the treed data 

structure for kernel-driven lookups. In general, there are no changes to dtb in linux.  However, if 

there are special needs, want to unify several similar products of different configurations, modify 

some driver parameters, and do not want to move uboot (general OTA upgrade may not change 

uboot),there will be a need to modify dtb inkernel, for   example, according to uboot bootargs, 

inkernel dynamic modification of several dtb node information, there will be this demand.  

If you want to modify dtb in kernel, you must do so in  start_kernel, because at the end of 

start_kernel,  you need init driver, which must be done before  then. Before   

unflatten_device_tree,dtb was a binary file and it was difficult to modify, so it was relatively easy 

to modify the node directly after unflatten_device_tree.  

DTB modification, nothing but the addition of nodes, delete nodes, or modify the node content 

parameters, add/delete/modify property functions, in linux  there are ready-made of_add_property 

/of_remove_property/of_update_propertyfunctions, but the modification of nodes does not appear 

to be, can only be handled through basic node operations. In addition, if the partner system has not 

been initialized, malloc is not yet useful, so it involves memory allocation needs 

early_init_dt_alloc_memory_arch,and you manage the size ofmalloc yourself with the following 

simple dts structure, for  these requirements one by one analysis: 

 

 

1. Delete property, take the example of default-state below the power-led yellow: 

 

struct device_node  *np 

np = of_find_node_by_name(NULL, "power-led");  

np = of_find_node_by_name(np, "yellow");  

prop = of_find_property(np, "default-state", NULL);  

of_remove_property(np, prop);  

2. Delete node, take the example of removing power-led under green this node: 

 

struct device_node  *np, *np1， * np2 

np =  of_find_node_by_name(NULL, "power-led");  

np1 =  of_find_node_by_name(np, "blue");  

np2 =  of_find_node_by_name(np, "yellow");  

np1->sibling = np2; 

np1->next = np2; 

np1->allnext  = np2;  

Note: About device_node the concept of pointers in the article: 

parent: Parent node, blue / green / yellow's parent is power-led 

Sibling: Side system, power-led sibling is key, key sibling is NULL. Blue's sibling is green followed 

by Yellow and NULL 

Next: Next concept, power-led next is blue followed by green and yellow, followed by NULL 

Allnext is a total list of all device_node s, used to traverse all  nodes, so this total list allnext is in 

the order ofwire-bluetooth followedby power-led then blue, green, yellow, then key, power-key, and 

then NULL.  



 

3. Add property, take the example of adding yellow under enable-true: 

 

np =  of_find_node_by_name(NULL, "power-led");  

np =  of_find_node_by_name(np, "yellow");  

prop = create_new_property("enable", "true",  sizeof("true"));  

of_add_property(np, prop);  

Because of the early_init_dt_alloc_memory_arch-related interfaces, stick to all of them, including 

the encapsulation interfaces that apply for device-node and property: 

 

static void *unflatten_dt_alloc(void **mem, unsigned long size, 

    unsigned long align) 

{ 

    void *res; 

 

    *mem = PTR_ALIGN(*mem, align); 

    res = (void *)*mem; 

    *mem += size; 

    return res； 

} 

/*we ignore type and data here for basic use.*/ 

static struct device_node  * __init  create_new_node(const char* name, 

unsigned int phandle, const char*  full_name, unsigned long _flags) 

{ 

struct device_node  *new_node;  

        void *mem; 

int malloc_size  = 0;  

        char* new_name;  

        char* new_full_name;  

        /*1. calc the whole malloc memory size*/ 

malloc_size =  strlen(name)+1;  

malloc_size +=  strlen(full_name)+1;  

malloc_size +=  sizeof(struct  device_node);  

 

/*2 alloc  the memory*/ 

mem = early_init_dt_alloc_memory_arch(malloc_size  + 4, 4);  

memset(mem, 0,  malloc_size  + 4);  

new_node =  unflatten_dt_alloc(&mem,  sizeof(struct  device_node), 

__alignof__(struct  device_node));  

new_name =  unflatten_dt_alloc(&mem,  strlen(name)+1, 1);  

new_full_name =  unflatten_dt_alloc(&mem,  strlen(full_name)+1, 1);  

 

        /* 3. fill the data*/ 

        of_node_init(new_node);  



        strcpy(new_name, name);  

strcpy(new_full_name,  full_name);  

new_node->name =  new_name;  

new_node->full_name  =  new_full_name;  

new_node->phandle  =  phandle;  

        new_node->_flags = _flags;  

 

        return new_node;  

} 

static struct property * __init  create_new_property(char* name, void *value, int  value_len) 

{ 

        struct property *new_prop;  

        void *mem; 

int malloc_size  = 0;  

        /* 1. calc the whole malloc memory size */ 

malloc_size =  strlen(name)+1;  

malloc_size +=  value_len;  

malloc_size +=  sizeof(struct property);  

 

/* 2. alloc  the memory*/ 

mem = early_init_dt_alloc_memory_arch(malloc_size  + 4, 4);  

memset(mem, 0,  malloc_size  + 4);  

new_prop =  unflatten_dt_alloc(&mem,  sizeof(struct property), 

                                        __alignof__(struct property));  

new_prop->value =  unflatten_dt_alloc(&mem,  value_len, 1);  

new_prop->name = (char*)unflatten_dt_alloc(&mem,  strlen(name)+1, 1);  

 

        /* 3. fill the data*/ 

memcpy(new_prop->value, value,  value_len);  

new_prop->length =  value_len;  

        strcpy(new_prop->name, name);  

        return new_prop;  

} 

4. Add device_node,take the example of adding a node like this to the followingwireless-modem 

after key: 

 

/* 

    add node wireless-modem after key: 

    wireless-modem { 

    compatible = "modem-platdata";  

    status = "okay"; 

    }; 

*/ 

    np = of_find_node_by_name(NULL, "key");  



new_node =  create_new_node("wireless-modem", 0, "/wireless-modem", 0);  

    new_node->parent = np->parent; 

    new_node->child = NULL;  

    new_node->sibling = np->sibling;  

    np->sibling = new_node;  

    new_node->next = NULL;  

new_node->allnext  = np->allnext;  

np->allnext  =  new_node;  

 

    /*set compatible = "modem-platdata"*/ 

    np = of_find_node_by_name(NULL, "wireless-modem");  

prop = create_new_property("compatible", "modem-platdata",  sizeof("modem-platdata")) 

    of_add_property(np, prop);  

 

    /*set status = "okay"*/ 

prop = create_new_property("status", "okay",  sizeof("okay"));  

    of_add_property(np, prop);  

5. Modify property: Take the example of changing the default-state-on under yellow to off: 

 

np =  of_find_node_by_name(NULL, "power-led");  

np =  of_find_node_by_name(np, "yellow");  

prop = create_new_property("default-state", "off",  sizeof("off"));  

of_update_property(np,  new_prop);  

 

6. Modify node, see add above, delete node, not to mention here. 

 

Also, it's important to note that if you want to modify the content is a reference result, for example, 

to put"gpios" GPIO_A2 GPIO_ACTIVE_HIGH in the blue . ", and gpio1 is changed to samp;gpio2, 

which is more cumbersome, because in dts, these are references, and these are actually a"linux, 

phandle" value,all referenced values, if there is no manual setting of phandle,then the system in the 

compilation of dts-gt;dtb, from 0,1,2. Start automatic allocation, because the dts reference order we 

do not know, so we do not know what the system assigned a gpio2  is a reference value (although 

this value after the dts determined, the auto-generation order has tube union, in fact, is a missing 

value), to solve this problem, then we had better in advance in gpio1, gpio2. In structures that may 

need to be modified as values, manually specify the phandle value, as  follows, here is the 

phandle,then when wemodify or add property, we can directly specify the phandle value that we 

manually specify: 

 

gpio2: gpio2@11130000 { 

        compatible = "stm32,gpio-bank"; 

        compatible = "stm32,gpio-bank"; 

        reg = <0x11130000 0x100>; 

        interrupts = <GIC_SPI 53 IRQ_TYPE_LEVEL_HIGH>; 

        clocks = <&clk_gates9 10>; 



        gpio-controller;  

        interrupt-controller; 

linux,phandle = <0x00010004>; Set the phandle manually 

phandle = <0x00010004>; Set the phandle manually 

}; 

 

/* gpios  = <&gpio2 GPIO_A2 GPIO_ACTIVE_HIGH>;  

                    gpio2 phandle: 0x00010004 

*/ 

gpio_data[0] = be32_to_cpu(0x00010004); Set the manually set phandle directly, payingattention 

to the size endconfiguration 

    gpio_data[1] = be32_to_cpu(23); GPIO_A2 

    gpio_data[2] = be32_to_cpu(0); GPIO_ACTIVE_HIGH 

prop = create_new_property("MODEM,reset_gpio",  gpio_data,  sizeof(gpio_data));  

    of_add_property(np, prop);  

 


